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overlooked as founders of the original
Stonebridge Sentinel. Thanks for all of
your past contributions to our community.
SPOA ANNUAL MEETING RESULTS
At the recently completed meeting held on
July 12th, the SPOA residents voted to approve the Annual Budget and elected three
new Directors. Please check the Stonebridgetodd.com website in the next few

Summertime in the Mountains

weeks for all the details in the Minutes.

Welcome to the Appalachian mountains
in the summer. Do enjoy the wildflowers that are in bloom this time of year.
Your Editor would like to add the
names of Shirley & Art McNealy and
Bob Bossong as they were inadvertently

Artists Residing in Stonebridge
Three Stonebridge residents provided art
work for the Ashe County Arts Council annual
fundraiser held in May. One resident, Susan
Dahlin (Bashford) was the featured artist.
Susan comes from a most artistic family line.
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Artists Residing in Stonebridge-Cont.
Susan’s artistic family heritage included her
great grandfather, parents, uncle, sister
and now her daughter Sarah.

The Dahlin family art work on display for
over a month from late April to early June
at the Ashe County Arts Gallery included
fifteen paintings, a wood carving, painted
fine china and Norwegian sweaters from her
family archives.

Susan had several paintings of animals and
abstracts in colorful oils.

The other two artists who had participating
work were Jayne Braxton and Rick Dynesius.
Jane provided an exquisitely painted art box
and Rick provided a skillfully carved bird.

We are indeed a diverse group who reside in
Stonebridge. It was so wonderful to admire
the beautiful artwork creations from our
neighbors.
Above artwork of Susan Dahlin (Bashford),
Jayne Braxton, and Rick Dynesius
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Steve & Laurie Ray (Cary, NC), 246
Gorge Overlook;
Larry & Mallory Oates (Winston Salem,
NC), 184 Old Mill Rd;
Joseph (Chip) & Christine Cooney
(Statesville, NC), 2069 Homestead Rd;

Resident Assistant Services
Stonebridge Newcomers
May 1, 2014– July 31, 2014:
John & Charlene Crecelius
(Huntersville, NC), 893 Tomahawk Dr;
Royce & Nela Hawley (Kernersville,
NC), 260 Homestead Rd;

Two of our residents have offered services for other SPOA homeowners should
the need arise.
Bud Snotherly (b.snotherly@aol.com)
who resides at 199 Sundance will properly
dispose of any “tired or unserviceable”
American Flags. As you know, proper dis-

Edward & Lynn Irving (Little River,
SC), 590 Stonebridge Lane;

position etiquette of old/used flags requires they be burned in a respectful way.

Keith & Patricia Bailey 827 Stone-

Contact Bud if you need any assistance

bridge Lane;

with your flags.

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com

Resident Assistant Services, Cont’ed
Dave Eastburn, 2044 Homestead,
(dave.eastburn@nuvocom.com) has offered to pick-up brush & limb trash that

STONEBRIDGE SENTINEL
new homeowners of Stonebridge helpful
information regarding their new community as well as the Ashe County area.

will fit in an ordinary pick-up truck for

This committee, Chaired by Cindy Wiehrs,

disposition from the community. You will

includes as members - Lynn Brady, Gayle

need to help load the trash into the

Robertson, Lea Morrison, Laura Micklon,

truck. There is a dump site in Ashe

Phyllis Hefner, Paula Grogan, Pam Garner,

County (739 Fred Pugh Rd, Crumpler, NC

Debbie Hite, Phyllis Patton, Ellen Duke,

28617, about 21 miles and 30 minutes

Lynne Eastburn, Nancy Moore, Carol

from Stonebridge) and there is no

Dynesius, Augusta Rodriguez, and Barbara

charge for use of the dump per Dave.

Snotherly.

Get in touch with Dave if you need any
help.

Good Neighbor Committee Cindy Wiehrs, Chair
Stonebridge provides all new residents
with a “Welcome Basket” full of
“goodies”. This basket is intended to give

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com
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the resident registration, distribution of
materials for resident voting, updating of
the Stonebridge resident directory,
counting of votes, and other matters
Good Neighbor Committee - Continued:

during that day. Much thanks in particu-

The group also organizes the Stonebridge

lar to Carol Dynesius for her organizing

Labor Day Picnic for all Stonebridge resi-

of the materials used for the meeting.

dents which is held along Old Mill Rd. The
committee will soon resume the decoration of the Stonebridge Bear (stolen earlier this year as reported in the last Sentinel), and in earlier years they handled
the preparation and sale of the Stonebridge Cookbook and the Stonebridge

The committee is always interested in
getting more residents to join, it’s a
great way to meet your neighbors, have
fun and provide support to Stonebridge.
Please contact Cindy if you are willing to
lend a hand. You do not have to be a fulltime resident to help.

Logo License Plate.
You may reach Cindy at:
The Committee has also been a reliable
source of support during our Annual
Meetings in July as they usually oversee

Telephone - 336.877.1368 or her
Email Address - cwiehrs@gmail.com

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com
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SPOA FireWise Committee -

donating and deeding to the SPOA, the
small amount of land needed for these

Ed Braxton, Outgoing Chair

tanks. This latest set of tanks now pro-

The FireWise Committee (FC) has taken

vides, along with the previous installs

on duties that significantly impact each

along Old Mill Rd and lower Homestead,

SPOA resident. Each of these duties

24,000 gallons of water for fire control.

have as their principal task, mitigating

Previous sites were donated through the

the impact of “wildfires”.

generosity of Jack & Laurie Barrett and

Last August, the FireWise Committee

Carol Boisvert.

(FC) managed the removal of 17 dump
truckloads of brush & limb materials
that had been accumulated by SPOA
homeowners.
Most recently, the FC supervised the installation on Homestead Rd of an additional set of tanks holding 6,000 gallons
of water used for fire-fighting. Many
thanks to Jeanette & Dan Davis for

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com
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FireWise - Continued

accessed by fire trucks. If you have a
site on your property that you would be

The FC is now working with the Fleetwood

willing to discuss for this purpose, please

Volunteer Fire Dept. to get additional

contact Ed at edbraxton@bellsouth.net.

places on the lower creek and also the
pond on Stonebridge Ln established as
“Qualified Water Points”. All SPOA residents on Yellow Bear and below on the
mountain fall into the Fleetwood Fire District, and are within the required 5 miles
from the Fire Station. If we are able to
qualify these water points, those SPOA
homeowners within the Fleetwood District may be eligible for reduced Homeowners Insurance Premiums.

In 2013, the FC was responsible for the
installation of another emergency exit
off of Annapurna and Summit. Previously,
an emergency exit was installed at the
intersection of Old Mill & Tomahawk. Unfortunately, due to erosion, this roadway
is no longer readily accessible by two
wheel drive passenger vehicles and would
be very difficult for four wheel drive
trucks, especially any with a low clearance
to the road. In the case of any emergency

Currently, the FC is seeking additional

and the normal route along Homestead /

sites in Stonebridge for potential future

Stonebridge is unpassable, you will need

tank installations. These locations must

to contact one of the following residents:

be along main roadways that can be easily

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com
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fresh eyes, as Tommie Hite will assume

FireWise - Continued
Ellen Duke, Hank Orr, Mac Brown, Lynn
Brady, Dave Eastburn or Ed Braxton.

the responsibility going forward. I and
most of the current members of the
FireWise Committee team will continue to
assist and work with Tommie in our Fire-

The FC has worked very diligently over

Wise efforts.

the past 12 years to make Stonebridge a
safer community and to protect our investments. Through the North Carolina

Cooney’s Corner

Forestry Service, we have been able to
qualify for monetary grants to offset the
majority of our costs for brush & limb
pick-ups, installation of water tanks, and
construction of emergency exits. While
we have no grants for the current year,
we can continue to apply for them in future years as needed.

[Your Editor would like to thank Crisi
Cooney, a new resident to Stonebridge,
for her willingness to contribute to our
Sentinel. This is the first of what will
hopefully be regular comments from Crisi
which I have dubbed Cooney’s Corner:]
“Its Really in Our Food”!

After serving as Chair for the past 4.5

Shellac in Candy - the shiny pretty

years, I have passed the mantle to some

coating on candies is actually shellac, a
resin secreted by a lac bug (beetle).

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com
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Inside the Psyche of a Reformed
Speeder by Tom Davis
Cooney’s Corner — Cont’ed
At our recent SPOA Annual Meeting, a
“Its Really in Our Food”!

good bit of discussion ensued regarding

Duck Feathers & Human Hair in your

the control of speeding in Stonebridge.

Bread and Bagel Dough - L-Cystine is a

The primary method covered was the

nonessential amino acid that manufactur-

erection of speed limit signs of differing

ers use to soften bread dough, guess

designs and sizes.

from where derived?

As a PhD psychologist in clinical practice,

Sheep Oil in Your Gum - lanolin, a greasy

I see on a daily basis, that behavior is de-

oil that sheep produce in their wool is

termined by one’s thought process. If

used to soften foods. It is often identi-

the thought process can be understood,

fied as a “gum base” on nutrition labels.

then the possibility exists that one’s be-

Fish Bladders in Your Beer - Isinglass,

havior can be changed.

made from fish swim bladders is a form

Speed limit signs are a necessity, no mat-

of collagen used by brewers to clump

ter what form they may take. They set

yeast, this makes the beer nice and clear,

speed expectations well, but manage

but the process is a little fishy

speeding behavior poorly.

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com
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I have no idea whether my old thought
process regarding speeding is representative of the other speeders or not. There

Inside the Psyche of a Reformed

exists a representative behavior, however, that would apply to all speeders, no

Speeder - Cont’d by Tom Davis

matter their thought process; that is to

As I drive to Stonebridge and the posted

shift their vehicles into low gear. One

speed limit reads 65 mph, I travel at 72

cannot speed in low gear without damag-

mph. When the posted speed limit reduc-

ing the vehicle’s transmission.

es to 55 mph in Wilkesboro, I travel at
62 mph. We all push the limit.

My suggested solution is to post signage
focusing on the use of low gear be placed

I speed in Stonebridge, the thought pro-

beside speed limit signs. The signs could

cess told me that I needed to keep my

read from the direct - “Use Low Gear” to

momentum to get up the hills. I had read

the indirect -” Low Gear Recommended”.

the communications from Joe Culbreath

This may have an impact on uphill speed-

to use “low gear” and go slow but that did

ing and if that behavior can be modified,

not overcome my preconceived thought

there is the possibility that it will be

process until I tried it.

“learned” and thereby generalized to

Now my mantra is “Go Low, Go Slow”.

down hill speeding as well.

Please remember to forward any news or pictures of interest about our Stonebridge Community to:
Peter Rodriguez, Editor at peter.rodriguez.usa@gmail.com

Good Neighbor - Labor Day Picnic
4:30PM Saturday August 30, 2014
Old Mill Road
Call Cindy Wiehrs (336.877.1368) by August 8th
to Attend, if You Have Not Already Confirmed
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